CENTRAL COIR RESEARCH INSTITUTE, COIR BOARD  
Kalavoor P.O., Alappuzha 688 522, Kerala

Applications are invited for the following posts in the project undertaken at Central Coir Research Institute, Coir Board, Kalavoor P.O., Alappuzha 688 522, Kerala, India for designing and fabrication work in connection with application of pneumatic power for the operation of handloom. The work involves design, machining and welding.

Name of work: For designing and fabrication work in connection with application of pneumatic power for the operation of handloom

Project duration: 1 year

Name of post: (a) Machinist, (b) Fitter

No. of vacancies: One each

Qualifications (a) & (b): ITI

Experience: One year experience in the above work is desirable

Salary (consolidated) (a) & (b): Rs 8000

Application on plain paper, along with complete biodata, recent passport size photograph, attested copies of all certificates and mark sheets on or before 5 October 2009 at the following address.

Director, RDTE, Central Coir Research Institute, Coir Board, Kalavoor P.O., Alappuzha 688 522, Kerala

Note: No TA/DA will be paid for attending the interview.

DIRECTOR, RDTE

National Institute of Technology Karnataka, Surathkal
Srinivasnagar, Mangalore 575 025

No. NITK/MACS/KpH:2009/36/12-BRNS/190:24042009  
Dated: 26 August 2009

Applications on plain paper with complete bio-data along with attested photocopies of candidate’s professional and academic certificates are invited from Indian nationals for one post of RA (Research Associate @ Rs 16,000 p.m.) or SRF (Senior Research Fellow @ Rs 14,000 pm) to work in the BRNS/BARC/DAE sponsored research project for the three-year period 2009–2012, in NITK Surathkal. Minimum eligibility is M.Tech./M.E. degree with competence in computer programming for numerical computations for SRF (plus two years of relevant experience for RA). The fellowship is for a period of three years and coterminous with the duration of the project. Further, there is possibility for the candidate to register for Ph.D. at NITK.

Applications complete in all respects along with a DD of Rs 100 drawn in favour of the ‘Director, NITK Surathkal’ should reach the Office of Dean (R&D) within one month after the publication of this advertisement.

Interested candidates may contact the Principal Investigator of this BRNS/BARC/DAE sponsored project: Dr Keshava Prasad Halemare, Professor of Systems Analysis and Computer Applications, Department of Mathematical and Computational Sciences, National Institute of Technology Karnataka Surathkal, Srinivasnagar, Mangalore 575 025, Karnataka State, India. Tel. No.: 91(824)247 4000, Ext: AskOptrHelp; e-mail: kph@nitk.ac.in or k.prasad.h@gmail.com